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SS 
a ees +p of the Alon UFO force The Aliens from Planet Humorless chase all over space battling the 

> af ee Exploriens and rowdy Roboforce. And when they want a break 
f T lente oneoantiag from all those exciting star wars, they load up their amazing 

1 NHS sinless ets ene UFOs and scare the townspeople. 
NIBNSB a ks at tp asp is mask 

4 on because he's uglier than the 
mask, but the real reason is he 
scares himself when he 

7 looks in the mirror. 

Magnets hold rear 
escape saucer in place AN 

Push the arrow to 
= = get things glowing. 

THIS HUGE UFO. PS te BASHING BED 
} Z LiGhts LANDED IN My 

| g YARD AND " = Wax 

6979 INTER: : 
reg ERSTELLAR STARFIGHTER | its fantastic fiber optics Tight dig ye ACIOSS the sky with 



Push the heat-sensitive 
sticker to reveal a 
sizzling secret. 

Canopy opens for 
easy Alien acc 

panel and open the 
doors to reveal 

=e hidden compartment 
for droid navigator. 

eS 
(1S) le 

Cockpiticanopy 
raises for cool 

Antennas rotate for awesame ? 
ratio reception os Dy 

6829 ®. ROVER OO 
With 4 wheels, het all-terrain = 

Secret compartment in hack 
stores computer records 





‘our orginal 

Or ...Create your own! ano 
The Hesterberg brothers of Texas yoo CN yu THs. 
inspired our model designers to anes 0 99-1308 
create these cool 
Chariot Racers! 

in ecave 2 188 
art rs featured wl to st00 value) 
aus mere ee feoo st it 

NOT EVEN BEN-HUR 
COULD BEAT THIS 

Use pieces from your ¥ 
own LEGO collection 
or you can find all the 
pieces you need to 
build these two Chariot 
Racers in #6099 
Traitor Transport. 



“Hey, space fans. It's the Maniac 
here with a spooky space story. You know, 
about one of every ten Americans has seen 
a UFO, and maybe one million 
people say they have been taken inside 
an alien spaceship-including me! Here's 
what happened in my close encounter.” 

One night | was cruising in my 6550 
Outback Racer when I saw 

hundreds of lights zoom toward 
earth. They zigzagged, went 

backwards, and made turns 
no airplane could. The 
Outback Racer sped to 85 
miles per hour and turned 
off the road, but | wasn't 
driving it! It was as ifa 
giant magnet was 
fueling my car. 

Suddenly the car died, 
and a dazzling light 
beamed down. A UFO! 

It glowed with red 
pulsating tubes and bristled 

with lasers. | stepped 
com Regret dd out of the car without & 
elevator! wanting to, and a robot 

Jed me to the startighter. 

.--Suddenty the car died, and a dazzling fight beamed dowm. A UFO! 

Out of nowhere, | heard a voice. “My name is 
Andy. 1am a scout from the planet Humorless. 
You will represent your puny planet, Earth, in an 
intergalactic building contest.” 

“Lucky me,” | answered without speaking. 
Weird! Our thoughts went flying back and forth. 
The starfighter blasted off and stopped under a 
huge spinning disc. The robot popped the 
hatch, and | floated up to the saucer like | was 
on an elevator. 

A tall Alien came in, 
put his ugly face next 
to mine, and read my 
mind. Luckily it was 

empty. 

While | was thinking «the Alien read my mind, 
fuckily it was empty. about not thinking, 

Pp ‘more captured 
aliens from other planets entered the room. 
“We need a new interstellar starfighter design 
for the 21st century,” the tall Alien said. “You 
will all compete against me, Alpha Draconis, 
to construct a most excellent spacecraft to 
* propel us into the future.” 



One by one, Alpha Draconis eliminated the other 
‘builders until he and I were the only two left in the 
contest. | knew he was trying to cheat by reading 
my mind and stealing my ideas. So | distracted 
+him by thinking about bad TV sitcoms while | built. 
When he finished with his model, Alpha Draconis 

Alpha Draconis declared “The contest is over, | win!” 

declared “The contest is over. My ‘spaceship is 
hetter, Earthling. | win”. 

While the aliens cheered their leader, | ‘pointed my 
ship’s laser at the Alien’s ship and disabled its 
weapon system. Then | slammed the warp engine 
into hyper drive and headed home. As | landed, a 
faint message came over my radio from the Alien 
Leader aboard the #6975 Alien Avenger. “Very 
clever, Maniac. You won for now. But watch out. 
We know where you live, and we'll be back.” 

‘know the Aliens will be back, so I’m going to 
watch the skies for UFOs. And you should too! 
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Awesome Alien Avenger 

is Out of this World! 
In one word this UFO is Cool. “There at 
Cool things in the UFO,” says Micha 
masked Aliens, the ql 
and the tasers. The 
with magna andthe smaller vehicle its 

et compartment in the lying saucer.” 
powers up the Alien Avenger by touching 

| heat sensitive stickers. “Once the 
‘off, you can make the whole ship spin 
fiying saucer.” 

Michael helped the Town people build some 
‘Spacteships of their own to chase the Aliens 
back into outer space. _" 





Gh CyB ep 
, Cruise through time to four different worlds. « 

Be the first to return to earth with artifacts: 

But, watch out, the crafty time twister is out to stop you! 

oz bey Wis ee 
LEGO? MANIACS! check out these LEGO Puzls in the puzzle section of yur 1 faorite store... 

024 in -One Floor Puzzlt — Super-large two-sided puzzle which can be used as playscape for Race or 7 Explovions. 

34 o Plus — Featurés a 3-D landscape puzzle which locks in the floor puzzle fora a0) Lak ‘surface 
. 

iecgtcleasy RoseArt 
+ Stick gn Lift — Stickers plus 70-piece puzzle for Wild West or Divers adventures! ons Fe 

stemats ofthe 10 Grovp and are ured here with special permission. 1987 LEGO Group” 







Win instantly! Look inside every Lunchables 
Pack for your chance to win a LEGO U.F.O. set. 

J 4 CRANE PRIZES- $1000 worth of the coolest 
LEGO sets including the all new U.F.0. LEGO sets. 
200 FIRS PRIZES- The new LEGO U.F.0. 
Alien Avenger, the fastest starship in the Galery! 

800 SECOND PRIZES: The new LEGO 
U.F.O. Warp Wing Fighter. 
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Mixccl the ‘Aliens 
and Make offiwithialprize 

On November 24,1997, the first 10 randomly 
selected entries with the correct answers will 
win a LEGO set of their choice (up to $100 value). 

CONTEST paw 
c1UE 

pe oo! pigtoot 

A ANS "22 invaded Earth! All around the 
World people have reported close 

encounters with fantastic ufonauts. They have described 
more than 50 different types of aliens. Most look human, 
some resemble animals, others are robotic, and some just 
look weird. Aliens are lurking all through the magazine, 
and itis up to you sharp-eyed alien chasers to iden 

Write the page number, that you found the alien on, in the 
bblanks below and send in your entry by November 17, 1997. 

Match the Aliens Contest 
LEGO MANIA Magazine 
P.O. Box 1625 
Enfield, CT 06083-1625 

‘Aliens Contest Ent Form 

+ Bugling Beachbatt 2 

The Brain 2h pa Draconis 
met Little Gray Man $ 
met cyctops 3 

insect Man 

Name: 

Addre SS: 

Telephone: ( 



In September, the Brickoter will 
\ arrive on your block and take it apart, 

brick by LEGO brick! Only your superior 

pizza tossing okille can stop hit. If 
you're good, you'll slam him back in jail 

90 you can play in the town again: build! 

and race jet-okis and formula cars, 
take on wild missions and generally 
paint the town! 

If you don't stop him - 
well, let's not even discuss, it! 

Good luck, brickulator! 

Visit your local retailer or 
call 1(800) 999-8981 for more information. 

reserved Mindscape is a eitered rademark of Mandscape nc LEGO & he LEGO 
“rene? The LEGO Group Waows is arecitered rademark of he 



£60 TECHNIC 

Bconresry 
CLUE, ci a 

IVER COMES WITH 
TANK AND FINS! 

ARINE V MARIN 
THE 8250 SEARCH SUB HAS A POWERFUL, NEW PNEUMATIC CLAW THAT GRABS OBJECTS As TIGHTLY AS 
4 CRAB PINCHES FINGERS, A FEW PUMPS ON THE 
PERISCOPE FILL THE TANK WITH AIR, AND THE CLAW IS READY TO GRAB OR LIFT. 
PLUS THE SUB'S DETACHABLE SCOOTER IS AVAILABLE FOR EXPLORING UNDERWATER CAVES OR SEARCHING SUNKEN SHIPS. 

TT LOOKS, 
LIKE THERE'S A 

SUBMARINE STUCK 
IN THOSE SHARP 

ROCKS. 

Zi BET YOU DIVERS 
FEEL LIKE SARDINES SQUISHED IN A CAN, 

HANG ON, DIVERS. 
TUL PULL You OUT 

OF THERE! 

THE MODEL ALSO TURNS INTO 
AN UNDERWATER BASE FOR 

EXPLORATION, COMPLETE 
WITH A COOL CRANKING 

© CRANE. BUILDING 
INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED 
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LEGO Deep . ee 
MANIA keels building! 
Since June, thousands 
‘of kids nationwide have 
joined in Deep Sea 

Events! Ener today! 
‘YOU could be the winner! 

LEGO MANIA Magazine 
P.O. Box 1625, 
Enfield, CT 06083-1625 

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED 

@ i 
® Create your own original, futuristic deep sea 

model with LEGO® elements, and take a 
color photo, 

«Pick up a LEGO Deep Sea Challenge contest 
entry form at your favorite toy store. Mail it in 
with a color photo of your model. (Entries must 
te postmarked by December 31, 1997.) 

© See complete rules on contest entry form. 

-—Atthe Deep Sea Challenge Kicktt in June, 
hundreds of LEGO Club Members walched as 
a Scuba Diver bull an awesome Underwater ti 
LEGO City 

y 

Bulk Rate 
USS. Postage 

PAID 
LEGO Direct 

Submarine trip for four in the Pacific 

Ocean, followed by a 12-day 
expedition to Antarctica! 

© Meet famous oceanographers and 
see penguins, seals and whales in 

their natural habitat! 

‘Thanks to the Deep Sea Challenge supporting sponsors: MCA 
Universal Studios Home Video, Flipper, Delta Oceanographic, 
‘Mindscape, RoseArt, and Mountain Travel-Sobek 

—————Eir 


